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1 General Description of the Prototype
This deliverable is the outcome of the first iteration of Task "T4.2 Mobile clients". This
first iteration has focused on the construction of a generic wallet that facilitates the
creation of decentralized applications (Dapp) through the use of Blockchain (BC)
technology.
As part of the solution, Smart Contracts (SC) will take advantage of a cryptocurrency
that has been created (ERC20) to solve the needs for micropayments as established in
the requirements document (D2.2).
The ultimate objective of the developed software is to provide training to any service
provider in using BC technology easily and safely.
The benefits that a tool such as this one can provide are the transparency and
confidence that BC technology brings to conglomerates of companies (B2B), between
companies and their clients (B2C) or between clients (C2C).
The application has been built on top of Quorum as BC technology, and has been
deployed on a testnet hosted by the Spanish business consortium Alastria (with more
than 200 companies) whose objective is to create a BC business environment in which
secure businesses can be developed under a specific legal framework.
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2 Solution Description
The solution consists of an application for mobile devices that allows interaction with
distributed applications that are hosted in the Blockchain. A distributed application
(Dapp) is basically a contract or a set of contracts that operate autonomously within the
BC without needing an external system (middleware or similar). The distributed nature
of this technology allows us to access functionalities/services offered by Dapps from
any node of the blockchain without having a single point of interaction as in traditional
systems.
The prototype consists of four different parts that constitute a complete and fully
operational solution:







Bloomen Wallet / App: iOS and Android mobile application that operates directly
against the BC and performs the transaction signing tasks. The signature of
transactions in the device allows us to avoid middlewares that would put in
doubt security in a decentralized system.
Bloomen Wallet / Smart contracts: The business logic of the application has
been developed in SC deployed on the Alastria BC. These SC regulate the flow of
cryptocurrencies and prevent the fraudulent use of the services that SC wish to
offer.
Bloomen Wallet / bloomen-wallet-cli: Since this is the first iteration of the
prototype, we have chosen to build a command line interface to interact with SC
from the point of view of service providers.
Bloomen Wallet / Service demonstrator: In order to have a complete
demonstration cycle, a small demonstrator has been developed that allows
performing end user actions (purchase and allow).

2.1 Bloomen Wallet / App
Bloomen Wallet is an application for smartphones that offers the possibility for the end
user to interact with the data associated with them within the BC.
The idea of offering the service to the largest possible number of users has led us to
use a technology that allows us to generate applications for iOS and Android mobile
devices, web and desktop.
The basic architecture of the app can be seen in "Figure 2.1.1" where we observe from a
conceptual point of view the technical elements used for the development.
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Figure 2.1.1: Blomen wallet architecture

The Bloomen Wallet incorporates a limited number of themes (6 in this first iteration)
allowing service providers to differentiate themselves and fit the app as much as
possible to their brand image, and can also use a customized logo. These themes can
be seen in "Figure 2.1.2".

Figure 2.1.2: Blomen wallet themes

An end user of the Bloomen Wallet will be able to discover and use services offered by
different owners of the Dapps, as well as being able to see at all times data registered
under their anonymous profile created within BC.
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Anonymity is a key element in this application since it is not necessary to carry out any
enrollment process with the service provider, and offered goods can be consumed by
simply identifying ourselves with the intrinsic private keys of the BC technology.

2.2 Bloomen Wallet / Smart contracts
The SC ecosystem that builds the logic on which different service providers can develop
their businesses is organized into different elements that each gives a specific solution.
We can see a logical diagram of the Smart Contracts involved in the functionalities
presented by the Bloomer wallet in "Figure 2.2.1".

Figure 2.2.1: Smart contract model

Contracts have been developed in Solidity (a specific language of the
Ethereum/Quorum technology) and public libraries maintained by the Solidity open
source community have been used to give more transparency to the implemented logic.
One of the important points in contract development is the ability to limit access to
certain functionalities according to a specific role, in order to protect the system. Under
this premise contracts use an Ownership pattern (openzeppelin-solidity) that allows
protecting the invocation of methods that can change the state of the BC.

2.2.1 Bloomen Dapp inventory
In order to facilitate the task of enrollment, a record of Dapps has been built that
will always be displayed for all users. Basically, all pilot and demo Dapps.

2.2.2 Bloomen Cryptocurrency
In this first iteration of the Bloomer wallet, a single ERC20 contract has been
created that implements a common token for all Dapps, see "Figure 2.2.2.1". The system
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is also prepared to generate different tokens for each Dapp or for a Dapp to use an
existing token in the BC.
The freedom to choose the token has implications in the management of the payment
distribution process and it also adds the problem of operating with tokens that may
have uncontrolled value fluctuations.

Figure 2.2.2.1: ERC20 Token Standard Interface

2.2.3 Prepaid cards
In order to offer payment services that can be operated from the Bloomen Wallet, a
token acquisition system based on prepaid cards has been designed.
These cards offer the possibility of developing different types of businesses and
collaboration opportunities between different partners within the service distribution
chain.
We can observe a very basic case of card distribution in "Figure 2.2.3.1" where we would
present a scenario with a service provider, a cards retailer and an end user who wants to
consume assets or services from different dapps within Bloomen ecosystem.
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Figure 2.2.3.1: Abstraction of the acquire tokens process

In this first prototype iteration, we only have one token type, so it is not necessary to
have different types of cards and the same cryptocurrency can be used in all the dapps.
In this basic scenario we have three different user types that are involved in the
business scenario:
● Service Provider, entity or person owner of the dapp that offers different services
to final consumers.
● Service Broker, seller of the cards that has direct contact with end users and is
the first recipient of the real money.
● Service Consumer, end user who wants to consume services that can be
acquired through the Bloomen Wallet.
A Service Provider will register prepaid cards that represent a certain number of tokens
within the BC. These tokens will be stored by the SC that will maintain an inventory of
these cards and manage their life cycle from beginning to end.
Card Creation is done with an invocation to the "addCard" contract method as shown in
"Figure 2.2.3.2" that will generate a Blockchain internal call to the "mint" method that
generate the tokens associated with the card.
The "mint" command is responsible for token creation within the system. By invoking
this command we increase the total amount of tokens available within the system and
this allows us to regulate the total amount according to the needs.
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For obvious reasons, this method is restricted to the contract (ERC20) owner (or
allowed administrator). The reverse step ("burn") allows destroying tokens when
necessary.
In some way the "mint" process could be understood as a real asset conversion to
cryptocurrency (digitization of assets) and "burn" as the reverse step. In our scenario,
the Service Provider digitizes the access to its services as tokens (BloomenCoins) and
then can destroy these by transforming them into real money (or similar).

Figure 2.2.3.2: Register prepaid card
Next step in the life cycle of a prepaid card starts when end user "Customer" wants to acquire tokens to
be able to use within app.

In "Figure 2.2.3.3" we can see how a Customer acquires a card when exchanging it for
real money with the Service Broker. Once the transaction is completed it will modify the
status of the prepaid card, so that it can be redeemed. This activation action will record
in the ledger an event that will allow the Service provider to track the issued cards and
create a flow of real money from the BC between customer and the retailer.
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Figure 2.2.3.3: Validate prepaid card

The last step to finish prepaid card life cycle is performed by the end user who will send
a redeem transaction with the Bloomen Wallet. This action removes prepaid card from
inventory and makes a transfer of points from the contract to the user's account “Figure
2.2.3.4”.
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Figure 2.2.3.4: Redeem prepaid card

2.2.4 Assets
The asset purchase process is managed by a specific smart contract that receives
payment (in tokens) and records the transaction within BC. In this same transaction, the
contract distributes the received tokens according to configurable distribution rules
(these distribution rules are called Schemes).
A Scheme is an abstraction of a payment model associated to an owner of a Dapp. It
defines the amount of tokens needed to acquire an asset with this scheme. The
distribution of the payment between the different producers related to an asset is made
in the "clearing house" phase at the time of purchase (No intermediators needed)
“Figure 2.2.4.1”.
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Figure 2.2.4.1: Abstraction of payment distribution process

There are certain limitations associated with payment according to schemes because
we must define a fixed price for a payment scheme and buy assets according to this
single price. However, we can have as many schemes as we need to store the full range
of prices and configurations of a desired token distribution.
The reason for using schemes instead of storing the amount of assets that can be
offered is the storage cost on Blockchain systems, and the need to look for new
business models considering the specific Blockchain technology constraints.
Alternative to schemes use is store all the assets that you want to offer with particular
price. This scenario is not feasible given the cost of storing data in a BC and for this
reason it has been decided to use a payment model based on schemes.

2.2.5 Devices
At this point we have an identity stored in the Bloomen Wallet and we need to access
the content that has been acquired from a device that does not know this identity. In
order to give a solution to this problem, we have designed a system to authorize access
to content from a device not linked to the user.
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In practice, this contract will be storing a list of devices that the user has authorized to
access an asset.
The authorization flow will be initiated by the end user (Customer) who wishes to use
content owned by them from a particular device. As it can be seen in "Figure 2.2.5.1", the
device responds to request with an identifier from request access for device (e.g. an
iPhone 7 wants to access to "Example video").
The next action user takes is to capture this identifier and register the access consent
for that device.
Finally, the device can access the ledger and check if access has been authorized to
proceed with the appropriate action for the content that is going to be consumed.
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Figure 2.2.5.1: Device handshake process

2.3 Bloomen Wallet / bloomen-wallet-cli
In this first prototype iteration, a simple tool has been built that allows us to
assume the identity of different roles in order to send transactions to validate the
correct operation of the system.
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The functionalities that can be found within this tool are:


Service Provider



o [SP1] Create a prepaid card
o [SP2] Add vendor
o [SP3] Create Scheme
o [SP4] List Schemes
o [SP5] Detail Scheme
o [SP6] ON/OFF Scheme
o [SP7] Create Dapp
o [SP8] Show Dapp
o [SP9] Update Dapp
o [SP10] dapps List
o [SP11] dapp add common inventory
o [SP12] dapp delete common inventory
o [SP13] dapp show QR
Service Broker



o [V1] Activate Prepaid card
Customer



o [C1] Generate Prepaid card QR
o [C2] Generate purchase operation QR
o [C3] Generate asset access request QR for device
Utils



o Balance
 [UB1] Balance Dashboard
 [UB2] Balance for address
 [UB3] Mint for address
[U1] Test of device access to an asset



[U2] Purge all prepaid card



[U3] Generate 10 random PPC



[U4] Re-activate all cards



[U6] List user addresses



[U7] Add address



[U8] Delete address
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2.4 Bloomen Wallet / Service demonstrator
The prototype incorporates an alternative demo utility to bloomen-wallet-cli that allows
the end user to perform most common final user actions, such as asset purchase and
authorization to a device.
Here are a few screenshots of these basic functionalities:
 Demo list “Figure 2.4.1”
 List of assets “Figure 2.4.2”, “Figure 2.4.5” and “Figure 2.4.6”
 Transaction demonstrator page “Figure 2.4.3”
 Successful transaction page “Figure 2.4.4”

Figure 2.4.1: Final user demonstrator landing page

Figure 2.4.2: Video assets
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Figure 2.4.3: Video buy & allow

Figure 2.4.4: Video play
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Figure 2.4.5 Mobility assets

Figure 2.4.6 Smart office assets
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3 Prototype Architecture
“Figure 3.1” describes the architecture of the demonstrator. The decentralized nature of
the technology simplifies the system architecture, because the different clients operate
directly against the BC that stores transactions in blocks automatically without
intermediate systems.

Figure 3.1: The demonstrator's architecture
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4 Package Information & Installation Instructions
In this chapter all the package information and installation instructions of the
demonstrator are described. First, a detailed analysis of all technical elements is given
and, afterwards, an installation tutorial is described step by step.
The source code of this deliverable can be found on github (bloomenio/bloomenwallet). Additionally, a download page for the app and a website for the demonstrator
have been generated in order to facilitate the use of this demo:




Source code: https://github.com/bloomenio/bloomen-wallet
Apple/Android download page: https://ci1.tempos21.com/pub/Bloomen/wallet/
Web demonstrator: https://alastria1.wlilab.eu/bloo-demo/

4.1 Package Information
4.1.1 Bloomen Wallet / App
The project has been built on Angular 7, and uses Cordova to generate native apps for
iOS and Android platforms.
References:
 Angular 7: https://angular.io/guide/releases
 Cordova: https://cordova.apache.org/docs/en/3.0.0/guide/overview/index.html

4.1.2 Bloomen Wallet / Smart contracts
We have taken advantage of the Truffle development framework for the Smart
Contracts (SC) used by the application, allowing us to build and deploy the SC
ecosystem in Blockchain.
References:
 Truffle: https://truffleframework.com/truffle

4.1.3 Bloomen Wallet / bloomen-wallet-cli
The command-line tool is a very early prototype of a distributed application
management console and is developed on Node (v8.15). The interaction module is built
with Inquirer, and Truffle technology has been used for communication with the
Blockchain.
References:
 Node: https://nodejs.org/es/
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Inquirer: https://github.com/SBoudrias/Inquirer.js/

4.1.4 Bloomen Wallet / Service demonstrator
The service demonstrator is a web page built with Angular 7 that uses the same
technology as the app to close a complete demonstrator cycle.

4.2 Installation Tutorial
The different modules use technology and standard best practices in the construction
of web applications with Angular 7 and Node.

4.2.1 Required tools
Here are the recommended tools for construction of a new version:








At least 4GB of memory.
Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS (64-bit) as operating system.
Docker Engine of version 18.06 or higher.
Node.js of version 8.15.
npm of version v6.x.
git of version 2.9.x or higher
Alastria node running.

4.2.2 Deploy Smart Contracts
1. Go to project folder and create a configuration file .env following template
.env.example:
cp .env.example .env && vi .env

2. Install dependencies:
npm install

3. Launch development task in order to deploy on blockchain (ethereum) new
version of contracts:
npm start development

4. Launch export task to copy build contracts to app & cli projects.
npm start export
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4.2.3 Build bloomen-wallet-cli
1. Go to project folder and create a configuration file .env following template
.env.example:
cp .env.example .env && vi .env

2. Install dependencies (If you prefer to use docker jump to point 4):
npm install

3. Launch development server, and open localhost:4200 in your browser:
npm start

4. Easy with docker
docker run -it -v $(pwd)/.env:/usr/src/bloomen-wallet-cli/.env -v $(pwd)/data:/usr/src/bloomenwallet-cli/data bloomenio/bloomen-wallet-cli:1.0.1

4.2.4 Build Bloomen Wallet App
Go to project folder and install dependencies:
npm install

Launch development server, and open localhost:4200 in your browser:
npm start

4.2.5 Build Bloomen Service demonstrator
Same instructions as in 4.2.4.

4.2.6 Configure and Run Demonstrator
1. We generate new versions of contracts and deploy them in Blockchain.
2. We need to export compiled contracts to app and cli projects.
3. We configure the basic data for the contracts deployed:
a. We create new apps within the data folder of project bloomen-wallet-cli
(the simplest is to copy one of existing ones in repository)
b. We created a new DAPP with this new file using cli tool.
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c. If we wish, we can add this new DAPP to contracts that are downloaded by
all apps without having to be manually incorporated by user.
d. If we want to have some payment scheme we have to create one with a
configuration similar to this one:
➢
➢
➢

scheme Identificator : '2'
amount: '100'
clearingHouseRules:
➢ [ percent: '50', receptor: '0xC3D47824ddBd528fCa680Bc56fFdf7036B3E60Fb', description:
'distributor' ]
➢ [percent: '20', receptor: '0xAE474b24632289FA7844B351f8d1e045b2461d35', description:
'service' ]
➢ [percent:'30', receptor: '0x933892ae13417Ca965CEB29b40D52E10E0f21Bb7', description:
'tax' ]

4. At this point we have an already operational system.
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5 User Manual
This tutorial focuses on the use of the Bloomen wallet from a point of view of the final
user, but it also contains a few instructions about bloomen-wallet-cli utilization for
demonstration purposes only.

5.1 Bloomen Wallet / App
The basic functionality covered by the application is a cryptocurrency wallet that allows
interacting and consuming the services offered by different providers.

5.1.1 Dapp enrollment
As a user, I want to be able to download a set of Dapps approved by Bloomen and add
others that I find through other channels “Figure 5.1.1.1”.

Figure 5.1.1.1: Bloomen dapp repository

Once I have found the Dapp with which I want to operate, either I create an anonymous
identity or I recover an identity that I have stored, see “Figure 5.1.1.2”. The same identity
can be used between different Dapps to share the same balance and associated data.
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Figure 5.1.1.2: Dapp enrollment

5.1.2 Transactions acquire tokens
As a user I want to be able to add tokens to my balance in order to buy services. In order
to add balance, I want to capture the data of a prepaid card acquired in an
establishment, or the data that has arrived to me by email “Figure 5.1.2.1”.

Figure 5.1.2.1: Scan prepaid card
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5.1.3 Transactions buy assets
As a customer of a certain Dapp I want to consume products or services that I will find
published on websites, physical posters or press. Necessary information to carry out
the transaction is stored in a QR code that facilitates data capture.

Figure 5.1.3.1: Buy content

Once the information is captured, the application generates a call transaction to the
Assets smart contract to register the purchase by signing it with the private key that
exists only in the wallet of the device.
If the transaction has been successfully completed, the user token amount is
decremented, and the transaction is recorded in the assets register.

5.1.4 Transactions allow devices
As the owner of an asset I want to be able to use this on any device that allows it. Since
we do not have end user identity in the device, we need to perform a handshake process
that ensures that the asset that is going to be used is owned by the user.
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Figure 5.1.4.1: Allow device

In general lines the process consists of:
1. The user makes a request to use a specific asset in a device (wants to see a
video on a laptop).
2. The device shows a unique identifier for that request (the laptop shows a QR with
the data).
3. The user captures the identifier and registers it in the BC, that authorizes the use
of the asset by the device (Bloomen wallet registers handshake information on
BC).
4. The device performs a query to the BC to see if it is accredited to use the asset
(the device plays the video only if the request has been correctly authorized).

5.1.5 Transactions transfer
Every Dapp registered in the Bloomen wallet has a cryptocurrency that allows you to use
basic functions for sending and receiving tokens. The smart contract used for the
implementation of this cryptocurrency follows the ERC20 Ethereum standard.
One of the basic functionalities of this standard is the transfer of tokens between
different identities of the BC, and the wallet allows you to carry out this type of action in
a simple way.
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A user can read the QR code with the identity of another user or manually enter the
address in the destination field and make a balance transfer transaction if he has
enough balance.

Figure 5.1.5.1: Balance transfer

5.2 Bloomen Wallet / bloomen-wallet-cli
bloomen-wallet-cli is a very early prototype of the Dapp management functionality from
the point of view of a service provider. The main objective of this tool is to facilitate the
validation of the final user prototype and to offer a draft of the management tool that
will be built in the next iteration for Dapps governance.

5.2.1 Service Provider (SP)
This tool will allow the creation of prepaid cards as a service provider, and manage the
different Dapps created in BC.
The service provider profile can create new payment schemes and manage their life
cycle.
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Figure 5.2.1.1: Service provider menu

5.2.2 Vendor (V)
The only functionality offered by this tool from the point of view of the service broker or
seller is that of activating prepaid cards upon receipt of real money by the end user.

Figure 5.2.2.1: Vendor menu

5.2.3 Customer (C)
As a user, this tool will allow us to recover the QR codes with the necessary information
that allows me to perform the required tests.

Figure 5.2.3.1: Customer menu

5.2.4 Utils (U)
The utilities section is basically a collection of service calls that facilitate the task of
debugging and deploying new versions of the software.
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Figure 5.2.4.1: Utils menu

5.3 Service demonstrator
The Service demonstrator is a self-guided tool where you only have to choose the scope
of the demo you want to perform, and then follow the instructions.

Figure 5.3.1: Final user demonstrator landing page
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6 Online Demonstrator
In this section you will find execution scripts for the most common business flows.



Apple/Android download page: https://ci1.tempos21.com/pub/Bloomen/wallet/
Web demonstrator: https://alastria1.wlilab.eu/bloo-demo/

6.1 Dapp life cycle & new services enrollment

Figure 6.1: Demonstration requirements

Steps:
1. [bloomen-wallet-cli] Create a JSON file with the Dapp information.
2. [bloomen-wallet-cli] Use the bloomen-wallet-cli to create a new Dapp in BC and
upload the JSON file.
3. [bloomen-wallet-cli] Generate QR to add the new Dapp on registry.
4. [wallet#1] Scan QR from app to deploy the new Dapp.
5. [wallet#1] Show new Dapp running.
6. [wallet#1] Delete it.
7. [bloomen-wallet-cli] Register the DApp on Bloomen registry.
8. [wallet#1] Refresh Dapp to show new Dapp.
9. [wallet#1] Show new registry Dapp on Dapps list provided by registry.
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6.2 Bloomen Token

Figure 6.2: Demonstration requirements

Steps:
1. [bloomen-wallet-cli] As a distributor: Create a new card with the bloomen-walletcli by registering it in the PCM. This makes a mint transaction in the ERC20 that
generates an increment of the total amount. This new balance is associated with
the PCM contract (show balance).
2. [bloomen-wallet-cli] As a seller: Activate the card.
3. [wallet#1] As an end user: Consume the card and see how my balance increases.
This amount is transferred from PCM address to final user address.

6.3 Payment model (schemes & clearing house)

Figure 6.3: Demonstration requirements

Steps:
1. [bloomen-wallet-cli] New scheme creation with addresses for clearing house
without balance.
2. [bloomen-wallet-cli] Generate a purchase with QR for this scheme from a Dapp
with balance.
3. [wallet#1] Show the purchase in the Dapp.
4. [bloomen-wallet-cli] Show balance distribution using addresses configured in
scheme (clearing house rules).
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6.4 Dapp enrolment

Figure 6.4: Demonstration requirements

Steps:
1. [wallet#1] Create an identity from the application and show it from the profile tab.
2. [wallet#1] Address and mnemonic export functionalities (export mnemonic to
clipboard).
3. [wallet#1] Import a mnemonic... Go to the home page and delete Dapp data.
Import an existing account already copied to the clipboard (step 2).
4. [wallet#1] Show that the app retrieves all information from BC for this address.
5. [wallet#1] Sharing the same identity between different Dapps allows you to share
tokens between different services (WebTv, Gym, Library).

6.5 Transactions (acquire tokens)

Figure 6.5: Demonstration requirements

Steps:
1. [bloomen-wallet-cli] Generate demo cards (in case of not having a valid card you
can regenerate the demo cards with the bloomen-wallet-cli).
2. [wallet#1] Scan a valid QR card with points and see how it is reflected in the
balance.
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6.6 Transactions (buy)

Figure 6.6 Demonstration requirements.

Steps:
1. [bloomen-wallet-cli] Generate a payment QR with bloomen-wallet-cli and correct
data (an asset that does not have the user and an existing scheme for the DAPP)
2. [wallet#1] Scan the purchase QR with “Buy content” button and ensure that you
have enough balance.
3. [wallet#1] If the transaction is correct we can see in the purchase tab that we
have the new asset with a certain expiration time.

6.7 Transactions (allow)

Figure 6.7: Demonstration requirements

Steps:
1. [bloomen-wallet-cli] Generate an allow QR with bloomen-wallet-cli (an asset that
is owned by user).
2. [wallet#1] Scan the QR with the “Allow” button.
3. [wallet#1] If the transaction is correct we can see in the purchase tab that we
have the new device permission register.
4. [bloomen-wallet-cli] We can use the bloomen-wallet-cli to query about
authorization status for device.
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6.8 Transactions (transfer)

Figure 6.8: Demonstration requirements

Steps:
1. [wallet#1] Enter the profile screen and enter to the send cash functionality.
2. [wallet#2] Create another identity in a different Dapp.
3. [wallet#1] Capture QR address of this second identity (wallet#2) from the app.
4. [wallet#1] Add the number of points you want to transfer and submit the
transaction.
5. [wallet#2] The balance of the second identity (wallet#2) has increased and the
balance of the first (wallet#1) has decreased. In addition you can see the
movements in the two applications (wallet#1 and wallet#2).
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7 Plan for Next Iteration - Conclusions
The main objective of this first iteration was to obtain a prototype able to demonstrate
that requirements generated from different pilots are achievable with the selected
technology. This objective has been successfully achieved.
The plan for the next iteration of the Bloomen mobile wallet will consider, among others,
the following topics.

7.1 Monetization opportunities



Adding Bloomen as a member of clearing house stakeholders with a fixed fee
(e.g. 1% of all purchases)
Blockchain as a Service (BaaS, like https://infura.io/). Creating a subscription
service for Dapps that use the Blockchain node infrastructure provided by the
consortium.

7.2 Next steps









New payment models (subscription, pay per view…)
P2P seller functionality (Photo use case).
Push notifications to an address (anonymous customer notification).
Ethereum whisper for P2P communication (social involvement).
Add Apple Pay and Google Pay for tokens (Bloomen Token) acquisition.
Add redirection functionalities to other apps or web sites.
Different cryptocurrencies (ERC20) for Dapps that do not want to use Bloomen
tokens.
Burn tokens in order to close the loop and transform tokens to money again.
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